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Location:
Coordinates

S 25⁰ 38,079'
E027º 48,468'
Lot

13

Nearest Junction

Nearest
Address

Contact

Location

R511 (SE) & R566

Spoorweg St
ElandsRand
North West

Desmond Matsemela
Desmond.Matsemela@transnet.net
+ 27 (0) 83 268 1716

Brits
North West Province
South Africa

Asset No

Type

Seller ID

Title

Description

C1/2

T760 SUBM approval no

Location

Photo

CFR13

64072363

Wagon

Scrap wagon with NO wheels and NO bogies to be
sold

2

DT760SUBM20180123358

Brits

1

Signature

11150 kgs
Less 9%

10147 kgs

Please Note:
Tare weights shown have been obtained from the manufacturer’s data sheet. It is the bidders/buyers sole responsibility to satisfy themselves of the correctness of the tare weights and the correctness of the actual weight.
The estimated weight is for guidance purposes only and any reliance by the bidders/buyers on such weight is done so at their own risk.
All weights shown in the lot catalogue is for guidance purposes only.
GoIndustry DoveBid South Africa (Pty) Ltd. are selling units and NOT mass, unless specified.
GoIndustry DoveBid South Africa (Pty) Ltd has deducted 9% from the estimated weights in order to allow for wear and tear, corrosion and missing parts/components from lots (units) and for reclaimable components.
Notwithstanding, this further deduction the bidders/buyers should in no way whatsoever regard the estimation as correct and the actual weight may still substantially differ/vary from the actual weight.
The bidders/buyers accept that the actual weight may differ/vary from the estimated weight and the bidders/buyers should inspect the lots (units) to satisfy themselves of factors which may affect the actual weight.
No claims will be entertained post auction if there is any discrepancy in weights.

Dear Buyer
When arriving on site please ensure to report to a Transnet Representative.
This Representative should accompany you to the rolling stock items, as reflected on this downloadable document. Please sign against each rolling stock as received by yourself.
Please note: Rolling stock (Wagons/Tankers/Locos/Coaches) that are not on the list above do not form part of the sale and should not be cut.
Transnet Representative (print name): _________________________________________________________________

1

Read Sale Specific Terms and Conditions

